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WEEK 1 GAMES
Written by Julie Guild 

OKAGE Teacher Consultant 
Choctaw

 
1. Name the states through which the football 
team and fans of Washington State University 
would probably drive to get to Oklahoma State 
University in Stillwater?

2. The OU Sooners play Utah State this week. 
Utah State’s nickname is the Aggies. What Big 
12 team is also nicknamed the Aggies?

3. The University of Colorado is located in 
Boulder and Colorado State University is located 
in Fort Collins. What is the state capital, and 
which university is closer to it? 

4. Using an atlas, match these rivers to the 
Big 12 states through which they flow: the 
South Platte River, the Arkansas River, and the 
Colorado River.
(Note: some rivers flow through more 
than one state.)

5. The two largest universities in 
Kansas are both members of the Big 
12. In what cities are they located, and 
how far apart are they?

GAME SCHEDULE

Northern Illinois at Iowa State       
Illinois at Missouri

Colorado State at Colorado 
UCLA at Kansas State

Texas at Rice

Washington State at 
Oklahoma State

North Dakota State at Kansas
Utah State at Oklahoma

Sam Houston State at Baylor

Stephen F. Austin at Texas A&M

Western Kentucky at Nebraska 

Southern Methodist at 
Texas Tech

OVERTIME ACTIVITY
This week, the Big 12 teams of Baylor, Texas and Texas A&M are 
playing other college football teams located in Texas.  Stephen F. 
Austin State University is playing at Texas A&M, Sam Houston 
State University is playing at Baylor, and Texas plays at Rice 
University. Look up these non-Big 12 colleges and the cities in 
which they are located, and mark their locations on a Texas map. 

September 4-10
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WEEK 2 GAMES

1. If Texas Tech fans wanted to travel to the football 
game at the University of New Mexico, what historic 
road could they enjoy by driving north about 125 
miles at the start of their journey? This highway has 
been immortalized in song.

2. Which of this week’s Big 12 games will be played 
at the lowest elevation? What accounts for this 
variation in elevation? In what geographic region is 
this site located?

3. Time zones generally 
change one hour for every 15 
degrees of longitude. A pass 
intercepted by an Oklahoma 
State football player at 6:30 
p.m., in Stillwater would be 
viewed live on television at 
what time by a fan in Seattle, 
Washington? Name the 
time zones in the contiguous 
United States.

4. Longitude lines run from 
pole to pole. Norman and 
Stillwater both have an 
approximate longitude of 
97 degrees West. Find two 
international cities located 
within two degrees of the 
same longitude.

5. There are several types of National Parks in 
the United States. Fans driving from Florida State 
University in Tallahassee, Florida to Norman, 
Oklahoma could visit several National Parks on their 
way. Name one of these parks.

GAME SCHEDULE
Georgia Tech at Kansas
Idaho at Nebraska
Colorado at California
Iowa State at Iowa

Florida State at Oklahoma
McNeese State at Missouri
Wyoming at Texas
Buffalo at Baylor

Louisiana Tech at Texas A&M
Troy at Oklahoma State
Missouri State at Kansas State 
Kansas at Southern Miss

Written by Patricia Anduss 
OKAGE Teacher Consultant

Bartlesville High School, Bartlesville

OVERTIME ACTIVITY
Find two (2) articles in a recent newspaper that mention a 
highway. Many U.S. highways were built in the 1920’s and 1930’s. 
What are some challenges facing those who use, build and 
maintain our highway system today?

September 11-17

Texas Tech at New Mexico
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WEEK 3 GAMES Written by Lyndal Caddell  
OKAGE Teacher Consultant  

Curtis Inge Middle School, Noble 

1. In the Big 12 this week, fans from which two 
universities will span the largest difference in  
time zones?

2. Oklahoma State University hosts Tulsa this week. 
Use an Oklahoma highway 
map and find which toll road 
and which free state highway 
could be used by fans driving to 
Stillwater from Tulsa. Also, use 
the mileage chart on the map to 
find the distance between the 
two cities.

3. Of the Big 12 games this 
week, only one will be played  
east of the Mississippi River. 
Which game is it, and where will 
it be played?

4. Texas universities playing this 
week include Texas Christian 
University (Ft. Worth), Texas 
Tech (Lubbock), Texas (Austin), 
Texas A&M (College Station), 
and Baylor (Waco). Use an atlas 
and find the names of the three 
river basins that include  
these sites.

5. This week Air Force plays Oklahoma in Norman. 
In addition to being home to the Air Force Academy, 
Colorado Springs, Colorado is also the training site for 
U.S. Olympic athletes. Name the U.S. cities that have 
hosted the Olympics, both summer and winter. 

GAME SCHEDULE

Iowa State at Kansas State

Hawaii at Colorado

Nebraska at Washington

Air Force at Oklahoma 

Baylor at TCU

Tulsa at Oklahoma State

FIU at Texas A&M

San Diego State at Missouri 

Texas at Texas Tech

September 18-24

OVERTIME ACTIVITY
The Air Force Academy of the Mountain West Conference plays 
the University of Oklahoma which is part of the Big 12 Conference. 
On a map of the United States, use two colors to show the states 
with universities in each conference. Be sure to include a map key. 
In what two states do the conferences overlap?
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WEEK 4 GAMES Written by Lyndal Caddell 
OKAGE Teacher Consultant 

Curtis Inge Middle School, Noble

GAME SCHEDULE

5. The nation’s “largest state fair” is located near the 
site of which Big 12 game this week? This state is a 
leading producer of corn, soybeans, and pork.

Central Florida at Kansas State 
Oklahoma at Cincinnati
South Dakota State at Nebraska
UCLA at Texas

Miami OH at Missouri
UCLA at Texas
Northern Iowa at Iowa State
New Mexico State at Kansas

Baylor at Rice
Texas A&M at Oklahoma State

OVERTIME ACTIVITY
The University of Oklahoma plays the University of 
Cincinnati this week. On a map of the United States, 
locate the three largest cities in Oklahoma and the three 
largest cities in Ohio. How do the home cities of these 
two universities rank?. 

September 25-Oct 1

1. The seven villages of the Amana Colonies 
were among America’s longest-lived and largest 
religious utopian societies. What does “utopian” 
mean? This communal society, founded in 1855 
by German immigrants, is located 
in what state that hosts a major 
intrastate rivalry game this week?

2. Cincinnati plays host to the 
Oklahoma Sooners this week. In the 
poem “Catawba Wine” by Henry 
Wadsworth Longfellow, he calls 
Cincinnati the “Queen of the West 
. . . on the banks of the Beautiful 
River.” To what river was Longfellow 
referring?

3. South Dakota State plays the 
Nebraska Cornhuskers this week. 
What are the state capitals of 
Nebraska and South Dakota, and for 
whom were they named?

4. One of the states with the 
highest range of elevations is 
California, home to UCLA, which 
plays Texas this week. What are the 
highest and lowest geographic points 
in California?
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WEEK 5 GAMES Written by Janet Hall  
OKAGE Teacher Consultant  

Bethany Middle School, Bethany

1. Originally named Fair Park Stadium, this site in 
Dallas has served as the home of the OU-Texas game 
since 1932. What is Fair Park Stadium called today? 
What other cities hosted the OU-Texas games  
before Dallas?

2. Although the Lone Ranger was a fictional 
character, he was based on a group of real lawmen 
called “Texas Rangers.” Which city is home to the 
Texas Ranger Hall of 
Fame and Museum, and 
what is the name of their 
Big 12 team?

3. Two Big 12 universities 
were founded several 
years before their 
territory became a state. 
Which schools were 
they and how many 
years after they began 
did their territory receive 
statehood?

4. The air we breathe 
contains less oxygen 
at higher elevations. 
It becomes harder to 
exercise, play games, and 
just breathe as you gain 
altitude. What Big 12 team 

is said to have a natural advantage on the football 
field when it plays its games at home, because of 
their high elevation? What is that elevation?

5. Although Texas A&M will play Oklahoma State 
in Stillwater this week, OSU Cowboy fans may see 
evidence of one of the Texas Aggies’ oldest traditions: 
the Twelfth Man. What is this tradition?

GAME SCHEDULE
Texas Tech at Iowa State
Kansas at Baylor

Texas at Oklahoma
 Georgia at Colorado

Nebraska at Kansas State
Oklahoma State at LA-Lafayette

OVERTIME ACTIVITY
The Shawnee Trail started in San Antonio and went 
through Austin and Waco, Texas.  This was one of 
several trails used to drive cattle from Texas ranches to 
the railroads in Kansas and Missouri.  Map the routes 
of the Shawnee Trail, the Chisholm Trail, and the Great 
Western Trail. 

October 2-8
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WEEK 6 GAMES

1. The Morrill Act of 1862 granted federal land 
to states and territories to establish agricultural, 
engineering and mechanical colleges. Which of the 
schools (Big 12 and their opponents) playing this week 
began as land grant colleges? 

2. From 1860 to 1861, the Pony Express hired 
horseback riders to carry the mail from a city in 
northwest Missouri to Sacramento, California. The 
relative location for this Missouri city is approximately 
150 miles northwest of the University of Missouri 
at Columbia, and the absolute location is 40ºN, 
95ºW. What is the name of this city and what is the 
difference between relative and absolute location?

3. All but two of the Big 12 schools and their 
opponents playing this week are located in the Central 
Time Zone (CST). Which two schools are not and 
what is their time zone? If the football games begin at 
2:00 p.m. CST, what time will these teams’ fans who 
stay home need to turn on their televisions to make 
sure they do not miss a single play?

4. If fans drive from Stillwater to Lafayette for this 
week’s game taking the most direct way, 
they will cross a major river and then drive 
parallel to it for nearly 200 miles. What is 
this river and into what other river does it 
eventually empty? 

5. Near Columbia, Missouri the Katy Trail State Park 
follows the former Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railroad, 
nicknamed the “Katy”. Name all the states through 
which the “Katy” once ran, carrying passengers  
and freight. 

GAME SCHEDULE
Utah at Iowa State 
Texas A&M at Arkansas

Colorado at Missouri
Baylor at Texas Tech

Kansas State at Kansas

OVERTIME ACTIVITY
Use a road atlas to plan a trip from the University of Utah in Salt Lake City 
to the following national parks located in southern and southeastern Utah: 
Zion National Park, Bryce Canyon National Park, Capitol Reef National Park, 
Canyonlands National Park and Arches National Park. Tell which highways 
you will take to get to each park, approximately how many total miles you 
will travel, and how many days your trip will be.

Written by Glenda Sullivan 
OKAGE Teacher Consultant 

Lawton

October 9-15
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WEEK 7 GAMES
Written by Glenda Sullivan
OKAGE Teacher Consultan 

Lawton

1. From its base to its summit, Cavanal Hill is 1,999 
feet high, making it “the tallest hill in the world.” Use 
an Oklahoma state road map to find Cavanal. In 
which county is Cavanal Hill located? What city is the 
county seat of that county, and what intermediate 
direction is it from Cavanal? 

2. The OSU-OU football game, which dates back 
more than 100 years, is usually called the “Bedlam 
game.” What does the term “bedlam” mean, 
and how was it first used? What Big 12 game 
played this week is known as the “Sunflower 
Showdown”?

3. Many college students flock to Padre Island 
National Seashore near Corpus Christi, Texas 
each year for spring break. Calculate how many 
miles it is from Corpus Christi to each of the  
Big 12 schools. From which campus would 
students travel the longest distance and 
shortest distances 

4. The University of Oklahoma in Norman is 
located near what major river? A dam was  
built across this river to create the largest  

lake located entirely in the state of Oklahoma. Name 
this lake. 

5. A popular sport in Colorado is climbing the “14ers,” 
the fifty-four mountains whose elevation is over 
14,000 feet. The closest “14er” to the University of 
Colorado at Boulder is Longs Peak, elevation 14,255 
feet. Boulder’s elevation is 5,344 feet. What is the 
difference in elevation from Boulder to the summit of 
Longs Peak?  

GAME SCHEDULE
Baylor at Colorado 
Iowa State at Oklahoma 

Texas at Nebraska
Missouri at Texas A&M

Oklahoma State at Texas Tech

 

OVERTIME ACTIVITY
Tourism is important to the economy of Oklahoma. Choose a 
state park that you have never been to, but would like to visit. On 
an Oklahoma state road map, highlight the park you would like 
to visit. Using a highlighter, trace the route you would travel from 
your hometown to your chosen state park.
 

October 16-22
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WEEK 8 GAMES
Written by Teresa Begley 

OKAGE Teacher Consultant
Pauls Valley

1. Iowa State will play the University of Texas at 
Austin. Traveling from Ames to Austin by bus, what 
three major rivers will the team cross? Name the 
source and mouth of each of these rivers. What do 
these three rivers have in common?

2. If the Iowa State Cyclones do travel by bus to 
Austin to play the Texas Longhorns, they will pass 
near the largest waterfall in Oklahoma. What is the 
name of this waterfall, where is it located and how 
far is it from the closest Big 12 university?

3. The Colorado River of Texas (not to be confused 
with the much longer Colorado River that flows 
through the Grand Canyon) passes through Austin, 
where the University of Texas is located. Name the 
source, mouth, and length in miles of the Colorado 
River.

4. The University of Nebraska’s football team is 
called the Cornhuskers, which is also the state’s 
nickname. What was the state’s original nickname, 
and when was it changed? What other nicknames 
does Nebraska have?

5. The OU Sooners travel to 
Columbia to play the Missouri 
Tigers this week. Both Missouri 
and Oklahoma have “sons” 
who became famous for their 
humorous writings. One grew up 

in Hannibal and the other was born near Oologah. 
Who were these two “famous sons” and when were 
they born? What unusual connection did they have?

GAME SCHEDULE
Iowa State at Texas
Nebraska at Oklahoma State

Texas Tech at Colorado 
Kansas State at Baylor 

Texas A&M at Kansas
Oklahoma at Missouri

October 23-29

OVERTIME ACTIVITY
Rivers have played a major role in the economic development 
of many states. The Missouri River flows through or borders 
four Big 12 states and is a major source of water for them. 
Using whatever resources available (e.g., atlases, encyclopedia, 
almanacs, and the Internet), trace the Missouri River from 
its source to its mouth, identifying at least three different 
landscapes and state at least three important facts about it. 
Name the four Big 12 States that the river flows through or 
borders on its journey to its mouth.
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WEEK 9 GAMES Written by Teresa Begley
OKAGE Teacher Consultant 

Pauls Valley

1. If they travel in a bus by the most direct route, 
which Big 12 team has to go the farthest this week 
to play a conference game? Calculate the distance 
between these two teams.

2. What is the elevation of the westernmost and 
the southernmost Big 12 universities? What is the 
difference between the two elevations, and what 
explains the difference?

3. If the Nebraska football team is 
called the “Cornhuskers” because the 
state’s major crop is corn, why is the 
University of Kansas football team called 
“Jayhawks”? What is the major crop  
of Kansas?

4. Sometimes the offensive and 
defensive linemen crash into each other 
on the football field with such intensity, 
it almost feels like an earthquake! Since 
the Haitian earthquake on January 12, 
2010, there has been a renewed interest 
in earthquakes, especially since there 
have been several in recent Oklahoma 
history. When and where was the 
epicenter of the largest earthquake to 
occur in Oklahoma? How strong was 
the temblor on the Richter (moment) 
magnitude scale? How did Oklahoma’s 
largest earthquake compare with the 
one in Haiti?

5. As the Missouri Tigers travel westward to play 
the Nebraska Cornhuskers this week, the fans 
may be reminded that many wagon trains went 
west through Missouri in the 1800s. What famous 
landmark can be found in Missouri that marks the 
starting point of the frontier during the Westward 
Expansion era? Where is the landmark located and 
what are its latitude/longitude coordinates?

GAME SCHEDULE
Kansas at Iowa State 
 Colorado at Oklahoma 

Texas Tech at Texas A&M
Missouri at Nebraska 

Oklahoma State at Kansas State
Baylor at Texas

OVERTIME ACTIVITY
What is the relationship between each of the following Big 
12 teams’ nicknames and its history, geography, or economy? 
The teams are: Oklahoma Sooners, Texas Longhorns, Texas 
A&M Aggies, and Oklahoma State Cowboys. Search in 
whatever resources or references (including the Internet) are 
available to you to find the answers.

October 30 - November 5
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WEEK 10 GAMES
Written by Denise Rhodes 

OKAGE Teacher Consultant 
Quapaw High School, Quapaw

 

1. Name the president of a Big 
12 university who is a former 
state governor and United States 
senator. Where was he born?

2. If the OU Sooners drive to 
Texas A & M this week on I-35 
and I-45, they will pass through 
some of the world’s most ancient 
mountains. What are these 
mountains, and what is their 
geological age? Why are the 
calcium deposits here so thick?

3. Several U.S. Presidents are 
claimed as “native sons” by Big 
12 states, even though some of 
them were born elsewhere. Who 
are these presidents, where were 
they born, and which states claim 
them as “native sons”?

4. What Big 12 state has the 
most “eco-regions” in the nation? 
Name all twelve. In which eco-
region do you live?

5. Which Big 12 state is home to more 
caves and caverns than any other state? 
About how many are there? What kind of 
topography exists where most of these 
caves are located?

GAME SCHEDULE

Nebraska at Iowa State 
Texas at Kansas State 

Baylor at Oklahoma State
Oklahoma at Texas A&M

Missouri at Texas Tech
Colorado at Kansas

OVERTIME ACTIVITY
Which Big 12 universities have animals for mascots? Name 
the animals.
 

November6-12
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WEEK 11 GAMES Written by Ann Kennedy 
OKAGE Teacher Consultant 

Southeast High School, Oklahoma City

1. If you follow Big 12 football, you have heard of the 
Orange Bowl, the Rose Bowl and the Fiesta Bowl but 
what about the Dust Bowl? During the 1930s, severe 
dust storms caused agricultural damage to the Great 
Plains region. Identify the states of Big 12 teams playing 
this week that were affected by the Dust Bowl.

2. This week the Oklahoma Sooners take on the Texas 
Tech Red Raiders, but in 1935 at the height of the 
Dust Bowl, it was the OSU Cowboys (then called the 
Oklahoma A&M Aggies) who played the Red Raiders. 
What were the causes of the Dust Bowl?

3. When the Iowa State Cyclones travel to Colorado 
this week, they may want to visit the Black Canyon of 
the Gunnison National Park. A favorite spot for rock 
climbers and bird watchers, the canyon itself is so 
narrow that it receives only a small amount of sunshine 
each day. How was the canyon formed? How deep is it? 
Why is it called the “black” canyon?

4. This week the Texas Aggies will travel to Waco to 
take on the Baylor Bears. After the game the fans can 
visit a museum devoted to one of the nation’s oldest 
major soft drinks and see a huge collection of soft drink 
memorabilia. What is the name of this soft drink and 
when was it first sold? What gives this beverage its 
unique taste?

5. About 500 miles west of Austin, Texas, is Big Bend 
National Park. Big Bend is sometimes referred to as 
“three parks in one” because of its varied terrain. What 
types of environmental terrain can be found in this 
particular park? What country borders Texas along the 
southern edge of the park? What is the name of the 
river you would have to cross to leave the United States 
from Big Bend?

GAME SCHEDULE
 Oklahoma State at Texas 
 Kansas at Nebraska

Kansas State at Missouri
Texas Tech at Oklahoma

Iowa State at Colorado
Baylor at Iowa State

OVERTIME ACTIVITY
Long before Kansas State and Missouri started playing football, the trails 
from their two states played significant roles in settling territory “out 
west.” Kansas and Missouri were jumping off points for adventurous 
explorers such as missionaries, gold seekers, traders, fur trappers, and 
people seeking a new start in life with land of their own. Research the 
paths followed in their trek west. Identify at least three of the major trails 
and draw them on a map. Which of the trails crossed what is Oklahoma 
today? Which rivers did they follow? Why was the journey so dangerous?

November 13-19
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WEEK 12 GAMES
Written by Helen Chaney Hackney 

OKAGE Teacher Consultant
Wilson Elementary School, Wilson

1. One of the Big 12 teams is playing this week against 
a university located on a former military base where 
the radar crew of the “Enola Gay” was trained. Name 
this university and tell where it is located. What was 
the “Enola Gay” and what is its significance?

2. The Weber State Wildcats travel to Texas Tech this 
week. Compared with what they are used to at home, 
how different will the players and their fans find the 
landscape in Lubbock?

3. Several of the Big 12 colleges are located between 
30º and 33º north latitude. Name these schools and 
identify the one that receives the least amount of 
direct sunlight annually because of where it is located. 
Why is this?

4. Pistol Pete will be looking to shoot down the 
Kansas Jayhawks this week. What latitude line forms 
the border between Oklahoma and Kansas?  
With what states do Oklahoma and Kansas both 
share borders?

5. Oklahoma Sooner fans will “invade” Waco, Texas, 
this week to watch their team play the Baylor Bears. 
Driving from Norman to Waco, what highway gives 
you the most direct route? Assuming there are no 
construction projects, traffic tie-ups, bad weather, 
or other events that may slow you down, how long 
should it take to get to Waco if you average 65 miles 
per hour?

GAME SCHEDULE

Weber State at Texas Tech
Oklahoma State at Kansas 
Kansas State at Colorado

Missouri at Iowa State
Florida Atlantic at Texas
Nebraska at Texas A&M

Oklahoma at Baylor
Texas A&M at Texas
Colorado at Nebraska

OVERTIME ACTIVITY
Every ten years the United States conducts a census, a 
counting of everyone who lives in the country. This process 
began in January of this year. Besides how many people live 
in Oklahoma, what other interesting facts can you learn from 
the data gathered by the U.S. Census Bureau? For instance, 
how many amusement parks do you think were in Oklahoma 
in 2000? How many in Texas? Visit this site to discover some 
“fun facts” about Oklahoma and other states. 

November 20-26
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WEEK 13 GAMES

DATE

 
1. Texas is well-known as the largest state in the lower 48 
contiguous states. Only ____ miles separate its two largest 
universities. Name these two Big 12 schools. While on the 
road between these two universities, you will drive near 
Dime Box, Texas. Why is it called Dime Box?

2. As Colorado fans descend the Rocky Mountain 
foothills of Boulder to Lincoln, Nebraska, how many 
feet in elevation will they descend? What are the major 
similarities and differences between these two places?

3. Many Kansas State fans will travel south on I-35 to 
Denton, Texas, for the game against the University of 
North Texas. What phenomenon in the 1800s involved the 
movement of livestock north from Texas to Kansas? In 
the 1870s what specific routes north were used? Name at 
least one route.

4. What river has its headwaters near Texas Tech 
University in Lubbock and flows just southwest of 
Houston before emptying into the Gulf of Mexico? What 
is the longest river in Texas?

5. Since 2004 the Kansas Jayhawks-Missouri Tigers 
rivalry has been dubbed the “Border Showdown.” 
The name was changed from the “Border War” 
(commemorating past guerilla war along these states’ 
common border). What historical issue inspired the 
original “Border War”? What river serves as a natural 
boundary along part of the Kansas-Missouri border?

GAME SCHEDULE

Oklahoma at Oklahoma State 
Kansas State at North Texas

     Houston at Texas Tech
     Kansas at Missouri

Texas Tech at Baylor

OVERTIME ACTIVITY
Nebraska and Colorado are leaving the Big 12 Conference. 
Determine the percentage of loss to total undergraduate 
student enrollment in the Big 12. Use enrollment 
statistics for each university to determine your answer. 
What will the approximate student population of the  
Big 12 be in two years (when Nebraska and Colorado 
leave the Big 12) compared to today?

Written by Brad Bays & GEOG 1113 students
Associate Professor of Geography 

Oklahoma State University, Stillwater

November 27 - December 3
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